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Thank you for purchasing L MK2 series Compact Portable Active Column System and active subwoofer from Audiocenter. They have

Please finish reading the manual before usage, to make sure the best performance of L MK2 Series. please keep the manual for reference
in the future.



 Increase the output gain of the speakers 

 Give more volume to the sub 

The volume knob is set to the 
minimum and the indicator is off.

Press “FRONT LED”button on the rear 
panel

The light signal is on and there is 
signal output, but no sound from 
the speaker

Move the speakers away from the pickup 
area of the microphone to reduce output 
gain and make the microphone closer to 
the sound source



Sound column system Sound column system

L65 MK2+L65S MK2 L83 MK2+L83S MK2

6. L MK2 series speakers play music through bluetooth audio devices and have the ability to connect two speakers at the same time.



220-240
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L65S MK2 back panel

L83S MK2 back panel



There are 3 presets in L MK2 Series speakers for users to recall for usage in different applications.

This is the output end of the built-in power amplifier, which is connected to L65 MK2 through the specially equipped speaker cable
of the accessories, and to drive L65 MK2. (Note: This output terminal can only be connected to L65 MK2 and cannot be used with 
other models.)



This is the output end of the built-in power amplifier, which is connected to L83 MK2 through the specially equipped speaker cable
of the accessories, and to drive L83 MK2. (Note: This output terminal can only be connected to L83 MK2 and cannot be used with 
other models.)

        Note: L MK2 series speakers have two different power inputs for customers in different regions, 100-130Vac (60Hz), 220-240Vac
(50/60Hz), Please only use the products corresponding to the power supply applicable to your region.



Below is the basic system with 2pcs L65 MK2 passive full-frequency column speaker and 2 pcs of L65S MK2 active DSP compact
subwoofer. This system is ideal for small size touring performance, church and small stadium, etc..

Preset select switch
To L65 MK2 block

AC-L�MK2
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1.Basic system application

Product Application

Dynamic Audio Solutions

Preset select switch 
To L83 MK2 block

Below is the basic system with 2pcs L83 MK2 passive full-frequency column speaker and 2 pcs of L83S MK2 active DSP compact
subwoofer. This system is ideal for small size touring performance, church and small stadium, etc..

AC-L�MK2
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